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Autumn decor: Bringing nature inside 

 

 

 
 

Nature with its colors, textures, scents, patterns and strength has long been an endless 

source of inspiration for the most varied industries. It’s almost magical when something 

can make us travel in time to a different place or through memories lost long time ago.  

 

For this year’s autumn decor allow yourself to travel without leaving in your own home 

by choosing interior design elements that can provide just that. Bringing nature inside is 

this year’s trend. 

 

BRABBU, inspired by nature, world cultures and the cosmopolitan lifestyle creates 

incredible sets where classic and modern blend harmoniously and where nature plays an 

important role. And this inspiration can not only be transposed in your common spaces as 

living and dining rooms and also kitchens but as well as in your most private spaces as 

bed and bathrooms.  

  

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/new.php?utm_source=BBOctoberWk402014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBPageNew&utm_campaign=emailPress
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This Autumn’s story is written by: 

 

 

SOLEIL Wall Light 

 

The warmth brought to your home by this lighting piece 

will expand all over the ambience like sunlight rays. 

Inspired by the sun, SOLEIL is the element that will 

complete your living room design. Its harshness it’s 

smoothed by the brightest light projected by the 

hammered brass rays. Discrete but yet remarkable 

SOLEIL will shine in your home space bringing you a 

warm ambience to your modern interior. 

 

Materials: Hammered brass. 

 

  

 

YOHO Stool 

 

YOHO stool illustrates the expansive glaciers and 

impressive waterfalls located in the Yoho National Park, 

southeasthern British Columbia. Coming from the Cree 

word for amazement, YOHO is highlighted by its 

irregular marble texture on the base, remembering the 

harsh river curses running strong and fierce. On the top 

of this stool your hands will feel a cold yet soft 

sensation from the polished marble, enough to get you 

a breeze from the Canadian weather. YOHO fits in 

every contemporary space or gallery to leave a trace of 

Nature Forces marked by the Human Hand of Design. 

 

Materials: Carrara marble 

 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/lighting/soleil-wall-light.php?utm_source=BBOctoberWk402014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBSOLEILWall&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/art/yoho-stool.php?utm_source=BBOctoberWk402014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBYOHO&utm_campaign=emailPress
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EANDA Bar Chair 

 

EANDA is a matriarch in the Himba tribe 

and it is from her that children inherit the 

wealth. EANDA bar chair is the chairs’ 

matriarch. Its delicate structure gives the 

wealth that every room requires and the 

satin cotton softness enriches the human 

bodies. 

 

Materials: Fabric: cotton velvet 

Legs: ebony 
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